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                The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

                
 by   Lyman Frank Baum 
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz is a fantasy novel by Lyman Frank Baum. A cyclone carries away the farm house of a young girl and accidentally kills an evil ruler. To return home, the girl has to reach and kill the evil ruler of emerald city. Armed with her magical shoes, she travels in an adventurous path along with three other similar characters who a..
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                Peter and Wendy

                
 by   James Mathew Barrie 
Peter and Wendy is a fantasy novel by James Mathew Barrie. It is believed that this story was conceived by the author in his mother’s ever loving memory of his elder brother who died at the age of 13. Hence in his mother’s mind the boy never grown up. A boy who enjoys his childhood and unwilling to transform himself to adulthood is the theme behind..
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                The Jungle Book

                
 by   Rudyard Kipling 
The Jungle Book is a collection of fables which teach moral lessons narrated through animals, written by Rudyard Kipling. The author's intention was to write moral stories for children in the back round of Jungle and animals. Each story in this book can inculcate human values in a child who reads this book. The author has dedicated the bo..
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                Alice Adventures in Wonderland

                
 by   Lewis Carroll 
Alice falls down to a Wonderland where no boundary for rules, eating or drinking something can make you grow or shrink your size phenomenally, exaggerated trials for tart thefts. In-spite of this odds she has to find her way back to home by solving many word games and riddles.

Believed to have been published as a classic literature, this story w..
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                Through the Looking Glass

                
 by   Lewis Carroll 
Through the Looking Glass written by Lewis Carroll is sequel to the most popular book Alice in Wonderland. Published after six months after Alice in wonderland, Through the Looking Glass is a mirror image of its predecessor themes and settings.

While the first book is set in the outdoors which contains frequent changes in the size of creatures, ..
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                Tarzan of the Apes

                
 by   Edgar Rice Burroughs 
Tarzan of the Apes is a novel written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, an American novelist who claimed fame with creation of his fictional characters jungle hero Tarzan and Mars Adventurer John Carter. His numerous novels on Jungle fiction and Science fiction genres include The Return of Tarzan, The Beasts of Tarzan, The Son of Tarzan, A Princess of Mars,..
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                Warlord of Mars

                
 by   Edgar Rice Burroughs 
Warlord of Mars is a fantasy novel of planets fiction genre written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, an American novelist who created Tarzan. This novel is a part of his Barsoom series and the story is the continuation of previous novel The Gods of Mars, which has ended abruptly, while the princess Dejah Thoris was imprisoned in the Temple of the Sun.
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                The Marvelous Land of Oz

                
 by   Lyman Frank Baum 
The Marvelous Land of Oz is a children’s fantasy novel written by the American writer Lyman Frank Baum, remembered for his Oz works and short stories such as Mother Goose in Prose, The Magical Monarch of Mo, American Fairy Tales, and Animal Fairy Tales.

The Marvelous Land of Oz is a sequel to the first Oz novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. The pr..
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